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What we do

QA is the UK’s leading tech skills provider, 
developing the skills and capabilities for 
everyone from apprentices to business leaders. 
We empower over a quarter of a million learners 
every year to thrive in the workplace.  

We do this through our forward-thinking, digital 
apprenticeships, learning and consulting 
programmes for those who want to be  
fast-tracked into a dynamic Digital role. We 
also offer innovative short courses on some 
of the most in-demand topics and degree 
opportunities through our partnerships with 
some of the most reputable institutions in 
the UK. 

Our latest programmes are the “Digital Skills 
Bootcamps” focused on giving people the 
opportunity to build new tech skills that 
employers need to thrive in this new  
digital-first world.

Consulting Learning

Higher 
Education Apprenticeships

Digital Skills 
Bootcamps
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What are Digital Skills Bootcamps?

The UK’s tech industry is booming. With an estimated 100,000 new 
opportunities emerging every month – this wide and resilient sector  
is alive with career potential.

And the even better news is that there is no ‘one-type-of-tech-person’. 
In fact, it’s an increasingly diverse, vibrant and in-demand sector, being 
entered by people who you might not expect. People just like you.

The Digital Skills Bootcamps, part of the Government’s Lifetime Skills 
Guarantee and Plan for Jobs, have one shared goal: to give people - no 
matter their background or level of knowledge - the opportunity to build 
new tech skills and secure a fast-track route to an interview with a local 
employer. 

There’s four engaging pathways to choose from: Data Engineering, 
Software Development, DevOps and Cyber Security.

https://www.fenews.co.uk/press-releases/63563-tech-industry-to-have-100k-job-vacancies-per-month-by-june?utm_source=https%3a%2f%2fspotler.qagroup.com%2fqaapprenticeshipslz%2f&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Tech+Bootcamp+Jun2021+MC&utm_term=Fully-funded+Data+and+Software+Skills+Bootcamps+-+sign+up+now&utm_content=1&gator_td=wwzlvEmdErA%2fJH%2b8KfKzS4Za20Bpn6ZH%2ft4laoJ3P7G9KNYcd18Bu%2bHikm%2fSM%2fmvqlpM2YGA%2bOnG6FVAcQrIoX04wOVL0e5fIZqxsAPkN59WY06I7AhTe93HZpKDF7RbyboGGocd0%2fBjdlkfHiYJbFmJw5MgexCne7k%2bS9un0aY%3d
https://www.fenews.co.uk/press-releases/63563-tech-industry-to-have-100k-job-vacancies-per-month-by-june?utm_source=https%3a%2f%2fspotler.qagroup.com%2fqaapprenticeshipslz%2f&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Tech+Bootcamp+Jun2021+MC&utm_term=Fully-funded+Data+and+Software+Skills+Bootcamps+-+sign+up+now&utm_content=1&gator_td=wwzlvEmdErA%2fJH%2b8KfKzS4Za20Bpn6ZH%2ft4laoJ3P7G9KNYcd18Bu%2bHikm%2fSM%2fmvqlpM2YGA%2bOnG6FVAcQrIoX04wOVL0e5fIZqxsAPkN59WY06I7AhTe93HZpKDF7RbyboGGocd0%2fBjdlkfHiYJbFmJw5MgexCne7k%2bS9un0aY%3d
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Why QA?

As a world-leading tech and digital skills organisation we help many of 
the world’s leading companies to build their tech and digital capabilities 
via our leading range of training course, reskilling courses, reskilling 
bootcamps and work-based learning programmes and apprenticeships. 

Our latest programmes the Digital Skills Bootcamps are an opportunity to 
retrain 1000s of people across the country in high-demand tech skills.  
 
Paul Geddes, CEO, QA said: “These free Skills Bootcamps have the 
potential to change people’s lives, placing them firmly on the path to 
employment in well-paid roles in an industry desperately short of people 
with the right skills”.

“Individuals with the attitude and aptitude to succeed in a tech career 
will be trained in entry-level tech skills. Learners will then complete tech 
projects based on real-world challenges, giving them the experience they 
need to stand out in the recruitment process. Having delivered a number 
of the pilot programmes last year, we know first-hand that bootcamps 
offer an efficient and accessible route to jobs for people from all walks of 
life while at the same time providing skills-strapped employers with  
work-ready tech talent.”
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Our clients

PUBLIC SECTOR COMMERCIAL SECTOR PARTNERS
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Be the first off-the-block 
to interview this great tech 
talent

Do you have projects that are stalling due 
to lack of resource, or tech teams that need 
bolstering? Are you planning to recruit in 
Cyber, Software Engineering, DevOps or Data 
Engineering this year?

Get ahead of the pack and talk to us today to 
secure interviews with our talented bootcamp 
graduates. As well as up-to-date tech skills, you 
will also benefit from no recruitment fees and 
ongoing support from QA throughout the first 
9 months of your new recruit’s career with your 
organisation. It’s not just for big companies 
either. The Digital Skills Bootcamps aim to place 
60% of learners with SME employers.

How can (YOU) employers get involved?

Reskill your existing talent – 
at a subsidised cost

Tech moves fast. And skills can go out of date 
quickly. If you are planning to reskill individuals 
in existing tech roles, or non-tech roles, then 
you might be interested to learn that reskilling 
existing talent via these bootcamps is 70% 
government funded. Now that’s worth having.

Individuals from across your organisation could 
join a QA Digital Skills Bootcamp, returning to 
their desks 9 weeks later with the latest digital, 
Data Engineering, Software Development, 
Cyber or DevOps skills.

Get involved – help make the 
programme more effective

It’s important that learners leave the 
programme with a genuine understanding of 
the workplace but also real-world best practise. 
They also need to spend time with people that 
can help them hone their interview skills.  
We already have lots of brilliant partners on 
board from Microsoft to Ingram Micro and 
Mumsnet – but we need more.

Could you share your tech experience?  
Could you help with interview practise or 
provide mentoring? Or even deliver an 
employer session as part of the learning 
programme.



DevOps
Data 

Engineering

Cyber 
Security

Software 
Development

QA’s 
Programmes
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What will people learn?

On the Digital Skills 
Bootcamp in Software 
Development, 
learners will cover 
everything up to 
Software Developer 
Apprenticeship (Level 
4) standard, including 
detailed modules on:

• DevOps and Source 
Control

• Networking and 
Security

• Operating Systems

• Algorithms and 
Scripting

• Java and Spring

On the Digital Skills 
Bootcamp in Data 
Engineering, learners 
will cover everything 
up to Data Analyst 
Apprenticeship (Level 
4) standard, including 
engaging modules 
on:

• Azure Fundamentals

• Python for Data 
Analytics

• Machine Learning

• Enterprise Big Data 
Professional

• Power BI

On the Digital Skills 
Bootcamp in Cyber 
Security, learners will 
cover everything up 
to Cyber Security 
Apprenticeship (Level 
4) standard, including 
engaging modules 
on:

• Coding and 
Scripting Basics

• Cloud Security

• Threat Analysis

• Information Security 
Risk

• Security 
Management

• Operating Systems

On the Digital 
Skills Bootcamp in 
DevOps, learners 
will cover everything 
up to  DevOps 
Apprenticeship (Level 
4) standard, including 
engaging modules 
on: 

• Agile

• Azure Fundamentals

• Algorithm and 
Scripting

• Networking and 
Security

• Databases

• Operating System 
Basics

• DevOps and Source 
Control

Software 
Development

Data  
Engineering

Cyber  
Security

DevOps

Download the  
detailed learner 
pathway here

Download the  
detailed learner 
pathway here

Download the  
detailed learner 
pathway here

Download the  
detailed learner 
pathway here
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SKILLS BOOTCAMPS


QA’s learning programme comprises:
• A QA Cloud Academy self-paced pre-learning pathway


• 9-week, full time (35 hours per week) programme, using proven “QA Virtual Classroom”, 
allowing delegates to attend remotely or Covid – 19 permitted at one of QA’s dedicated 
training centres.


• 40-days technical training


• 5 days soft skills training


• Assignments completed in learners’ own time


 
During the 9 weeks participants: 
• Sit an industry-recognised exam leading to a Microsoft certification


• Undergo SFIA-benchmarked employer-led assessment 


• PeopleCert Skills Bootcamp examination and certification


QA invites successful Applicants to participate in a programme of  
post-Skills Bootcamp learning in recognition of the value of life-long learning:
• Balance of 12-month access to ~10,000 hours content on QA’s Cloud Academy


• 12-months BCS membership with access to Career Mentoring The programme structure 


• 12-month discount to over 5000+ Microsoft & PeopleCert technology certifications
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COURSE CONTENT
Cloud Academy Pre-Learning:


• Microsoft Azure fundamentals (AZ900)


Core content and schedule:
This Skills Bootcamp is aligned to the Software Developer Apprenticeship (Level 4) 
standard and learning outcomes.


 


Pre-learning Core  Post-learning


Self-paced 
digital learning 
pathway, using 
QA Cloud 
Academy 
platform


6 hrs


9-week full-time 
instructor-led taught 
Skills Bootcamp
• 40 days technical


training + 5 days soft
skills training


• Additional self-
paced modules to
complete in own
time


Virtual classroom 
delivery – attend from 
anywhere


12 months’ unlimited 
access to Cloud 
Academy, with 
thousands of:
• Technical training


modules
• learning pathways,
• Practice ‘labs’
• Assessments


12 months BCS 
membership, 
with access to:
• BCS


mentorship
programme


• BCS online
training libraryFormal Microsoft 


certification


Leading to


SFIA-level 2 validation


315 hrs


Recruitment


Assessment and 
selection


Learning
delivery


Outplacement
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Days Module Learning content
Technical Foundations 
1 Introduction Onboarding Induction


Requirements gathering
Software development lifecycle?


2 - 3 Agile Why agile
Values and principals
Scrum


4 DevOps and source control What is DevOps? 
Introduction to Git
Explaining architecture through CI/CD


5 - 6 Networking and Security Network basics 
Local Area Networking 
OSI and TCP/IP 
Routing
IP addresses 
Security 101 


7 Operating system basics OS basics
Windows OS
Introduction to Linux
Command line   


8 - 9 Database Why we need databases?
SQL fundamentals
Working with data


10 - 14 Algorithm and scripting Solving problems with code
Python basics
Writing scripts
Use basic operators
Understand precedence 
Primitive numeric and string data 
Classes and object references 
Debugging 


15 AZ900 exam preparation
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Days Module Learning content
Specialist Pathway
16 - 22 Programming fundamentals 


with Java
What is Java
Installation
Data types
Packages
Naming convention
Flow of control
Class members
Operators
Conditionals
Iteration
Common data structures
String manipulation
Constructors
Access modifiers
OOP principles
Interfaces
Type casting
Static and final
Garbage collection
Working with inputs
Unit testing with Junit
TDD and BDD basics
Peer programming 
Reviewing code effectively
Debugging code


23- 29 Intermediate Java and testing Using optionals
Working in databases with Java
JDBC fundamentals
Dealing with errors
SOLID principles
Best practices and design patterns
Complex data sets
Using Logging
Working with generics
Lambda expressions
Streams
Complexity in code
Input and Output
What is maven 
Working with dependencies
Goals and phases in maven
Versioning
Packaging Java applications
Introduction to testing
Types of testing
Functional testing
V-model
Unit testing
Integration testing
E2E testing
Introduction to mocking object with Mockito
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Days Module Learning content
Specialist Pathway
30 - 37 Building microservices with 


Spring boot
Introduction to Spring
Mult-tier architectures
Beans and scopes
Validation 
Dependency injection
Components
Configuration
Connecting to a DB with Spring
Working with entities
Introduction to postman
Using controllers
Building business logic with services
Using data with repositories 
Lombok
Swagger
Spring profiles
Testing a SpringBoot app
Characteristics of Microservices 
Designing a system with Microservices
Configuration
Service Discovery
Resiliency
Service routing
Event-driven architecture
Messaging
Messaging patterns 
Brokers, Queues and Topics 
JMS configuration 
Topics, Partitions, and brokers 


38 - 39 SFIA Project


Day 40: SFIA assessment and Microsoft Fundamentals AZ900 exam
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Days Module Learning content
1 Role overview and  


communication skills
Working in a technical role
Key soft skills
Importance of communication 


2-3 Impactful presentations Planning, preparing and structuring presentations
Presenting with confidence
Powerful visual aids
Tackling difficult questions
Controlling nerves


4 BCS Career Workshop Careers in tech
Preparing high-quality CVs
(Dedicated workshop on individual learners’ CVs)


5 BCS Interview Preparation Preparing for technical interviews
Presenting yourself effectively 
Asking questions


SOFT SKILLS CONTENT







Karen Wane 
karen.wane@qa.com


OPTIONAL POST-PROGRAMME
Participants are invited to further develop and 
embed their knowledge through:


1. Access to Cloud Academy


Balance of 12 months unlimited access to Cloud 
Academy (library of >2,500 digital learning assets) 
with signposting to training pathways pertinent to 
specialism.


2. BCS membership


Participants will be granted 12 months free BCS 
membership, providing:


• BCS’ library of learning and careers support tools


• BCS’ industry events, webinars, and reports


• BCS’ mentorship scheme


3. PeopleCert Discounted Access
Participants will be given an access code for 12 
months discounted access to PeopleCerts Ofqual 
regulated exams. Utilising Cloud Academy could 
obtain 25+ recognised certifications.


OUR PARTNERS





QA Ltd
Digital Skills Bootcamp
Learner Pathway
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SKILLS BOOTCAMPS


QA’s learning programme comprises:
• A QA Cloud Academy self-paced pre-learning pathway


• 9-week, full time (35 hours per week) programme, using proven “QA Virtual 
Classroom”, allowing delegates to attend remotely or Covid – 19 permitted at one of 
QA’s dedicated training centres.


• 40-days technical training


• 5 days soft skills training


• Assignments completed in learners’ own time


 
During the 9 weeks participants: 
• Sit an industry-recognised exam leading to a Microsoft certification


• Undergo SFIA-benchmarked employer-led assessment 


• PeopleCert Skills Bootcamp examination and certification


QA invites Applicants to participate in a programme of post-Skills Bootcamp 
learning in recognition of the value of life-long learning:
• Balance of 12-month access to ~10,000 hours content on QA’s Cloud Academy


• 12-months BCS membership with access to Career Mentoring The programme 
structure is in exhibit 13:


• 12-month discount to over 5000+ Microsoft & PeopleCert technology certifications
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This Skills Bootcamp will provide each learner with at least 315 hours of instructor-led 
learning, plus additional self-paced learning.  


COURSE CONTENT
Cloud Academy Pre-Learning:
• Python Fundamentals (3hrs)


• Introduction to Python, algorithms and how they are used


• Cloud Literacy (3hrs)


• What the cloud is, how it works, and important considerations


Core content and schedule:
This Skills Bootcamp is aligned to the Data Analyst Apprentice (Level 4) standard and 
learning outcomes.


Pre-learning Core  Post-learning


Self-paced 
digital learning 
pathway, using 
QA Cloud 
Academy 
platform


6 hrs


9-week full-time 
instructor-led taught 
Skills Bootcamp
• 40 days technical


training + 5 days soft
skills training


• Additional self-
paced modules to
complete in own
time


Virtual classroom 
delivery – attend from 
anywhere


12 months’ unlimited 
access to Cloud 
Academy, with 
thousands of:
• Technical training


modules
• learning pathways,
• Practice ‘labs’
• Assessments


12 months BCS 
membership, 
with access to:
• BCS


mentorship
programme


• BCS online
training libraryFormal Microsoft 


certification


Leading to


SFIA-level 2 validation


315 hrs


Recruitment


Assessment and 
selection


Learning
delivery


Outplacement
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Days Module Learning content
Days 1-15 Technical Foundations
1 Introduction Induction 


Onboarding
Requirements gathering
Software development life cycle


2 - 3 Agile Why agile
Values 
Principals
Scrum


4 DevOps and source control What is DevOps? 
Introduction to Git
Explaining architecture through CI/CD


5 - 6 Networking and Security Network basics 
Local Area Networking 
OSI and TCP/IP 
Routing
IP addresses 
Security 101 


7 Operating system basics OS basics
Windows OS
Introduction to Linux
Command line   


8 - 9 Database Why we need databases?
SQL fundamentals
Working with data


10 - 14 Algorithm and scripting Solving problems with code
Python basics
Writing scripts
Use basic operators
Understand precedence 
Primitive numeric and string data 
Classes and object references 
Debugging 


15 Azure Fundamentals Core cloud concepts 
AWS / Azure / GCP overview
Exploring Microsoft Azure 
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Days Module Learning content
Days 16-40: Data Engineering Specialist Pathway
16 - 20 Introduction to Big Data Understand the characteristics of data analysis, big data, machine 


learning and AI
How to formulate a Big Data strategy
Understand Big Data architectures
How to select the appropriate solution to solve practical Big Data 
problems.
How to apply Big Data processes to extract value from massive 
quantities of data


20 - 22 Data Visualisation using 
PowerBI


Modelling data for Visualisation
Transforming and cleaning data
Using the appropriate visualisation
Data storytelling


23 - 26 Data Architectures Model and implement a basic data warehouse
Use ETL and Data Transformation Tools
Understand the Function of Data Architectures within an enterprise
Understand and apply Data testing strategies


27 - 31 Python for Data Analytics Pandas for Extract Transform Load
Know how to analyse data through summary statistics
Use a range of Python features for numerical analysis
Explore and visualize data using Python


32 - 35 Machine Learning Explore and prepare data
Develop Machine Learning models
How to pick Machine Learning algorithms for a given task
Understand techniques and metrics used to determine the quality 
of ML models


36 Azure Data Fundamentals Describe core data concepts in Azure
Explain concepts of relational data in Azure
Explain concepts of non-relational data in Azure
Identify components of a modern data warehouse in Azure


37 - 39 Implementing a Data Science 
Solution on Azure


How to plan and create a suitable working environment for data 
science workloads on Azure
How to run data experiments and train predictive models
How to manage, optimize, and deploy machine learning models 
into production
Understand the considerations for responsible machine learning


Day 40: DP 900 Exam and SFIA Project Prep
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Days Module Learning content
1 Role overview and  


communication skills
Working in a technical role
Key soft skills
Importance of communication 


2-3 Impactful presentations Planning, preparing and structuring presentations
Presenting with confidence
Powerful visual aids
Tackling difficult questions
Controlling nerves


4 BCS Career Workshop Careers in tech
Preparing high-quality CVs
(Dedicated workshop on individual learners’ CVs)


5 BCS Interview Preparation Preparing for technical interviews
Presenting yourself effectively 
Asking questions


SOFT SKILLS CONTENT







Karen Wane 
karen.wane@qa.com


OPTIONAL POST-PROGRAMME
Participants are invited to further develop and 
embed their knowledge through:


1. Access to Cloud Academy


Balance of 12 months unlimited access to Cloud 
Academy (library of >2,500 digital learning assets) 
with signposting to training pathways pertinent to 
specialism.


2. BCS membership


Participants will be granted 12 months free BCS 
membership, providing:


• BCS’ library of learning and careers support tools


• BCS’ industry events, webinars, and reports


• BCS’ mentorship scheme


3. PeopleCert Discounted Access
Participants will be given an access code for 12 
months discounted access to PeopleCerts Ofqual 
regulated exams. Utilising Cloud Academy could 
obtain 25+ recognised certifications.


OUR PARTNERS





QA Ltd
Digital Skills Bootcamp
Learner Pathway




SKILLS BOOTCAMPS


QA’s learning programme comprises:
• A QA Cloud Academy self-paced pre-learning pathway


• 9-week, full time (35 hours per week) programme, using proven “QA Virtual 
Classroom”, allowing delegates to attend remotely or Covid – 19 permitted at one of 
QA’s dedicated training centres.


• 40-days technical training


• 5 days soft skills training


• Assignments completed in learners’ own time


 
During the 9 weeks participants will sit: 
• Foundation Certificate in Cyber Security


• CompTIA Security+


QA invites Applicants to a programme of post-Skills Bootcamp learning in 
recognition of the value of life-long learning:
• Balance of 12-months unlimited access to QA’s Cloud Academy platform, with access 


to ~10,000 hours of technical learning content


• 12-months membership to the BCS, with access to BCS-provided CV workshops and 
the BCS Career Mentoring Network


• 12-month discount to over 500+ Microsoft & PeopleCert technology certifications


• Learners will be able to complete the learning and sit the NIST Cyber Security 
Professional (NCSP®) Foundation certificate post bootcamp







COURSE CONTENT
Cloud Academy Pre-Learning:
Foundation Certificate in Cyber Security (8hrs)


• A comprehensive overview across industry-standard technology and platforms, 
illuminating the technology and its specific cyber governance, risk and assurance. 
Challenging the learner with hands-on labs to best prepare the learner for the 
pathway


Core content and schedule:
This Skills Bootcamp is aligned to the Cyber Security Apprenticeship (Level 4) standard 
and learning outcomes.
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Days Module Learning content
1 – 2 Introduction Onboarding Induction


Requirements gathering


3 - 5 Networking Local Area Networks, 
Topologies and the OSI Model
IP Addressing
Internetworking
Applications and Security Management


6 - 40 Operating Systems System Architecture
Package Management
Command Line
Partitions
Filesystems
Shells, Scripting and Databases
Linux Desktop
Linux Administration
System Services
Active Directory


Security Fundamentals Research
Cryptography
UK Law
Security fundamentals
Risk management
Cryptography
Network connectivity and security
Authentication
Access control
Application security
Cloud security
Organizational security
Disaster planning and recovery


Security Management NIST Cyber Security Framework 
Scenario simulations


Coding & Scripting Basics Python
• Strings and Data Types
• Collections
• Regular Expressions
• Functions


Powershell Basics
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Days Module Learning content
6 - 40 
(Cont.)


Cloud Security Frameworks, Principles, Patterns and Certifications
• Security Technologies – AWS, Azure, GCP
• Assurance
• Data Protection and Compliance
• Containers
• Web Application Security
• Cloud Identity Services


Threat Analysis MITRE ATT&CK
Threat analysis
Malware Fundamentals


Information Security Risk Security Risk Management
Management processes
ISO27005
Identification
Analysis and evaluation
Quantitative risk assessment
Treatment
Acceptance and residual risk management
OCTAVE, MEHARI, EBIOS
Harmonized Threat and Risk Assessment


   


Days Module Learning content
1 Role overview and  


communication skills
Working in a technical role
Key soft skills
Importance of communication 


2 - 3 Impactful Presentations Planning, preparing and structuring presentations
Presenting with confidence
powerful visual aids
Tackling difficult questions
Controlling nerves


4 BCS Career workshop Careers in tech
Preparing high-quality CVs 
(Dedicated workshop on individual learners’ CVs)


5 BCS Interview Preparation Preparing for technical interviews
Presenting yourself effectively 
Asking questions


SOFT SKILLS CONTENT
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Karen Wane 
karen.wane@qa.com


OPTIONAL POST-PROGRAMME
Participants are invited to further develop and 
embed their knowledge through:


1. Access to Cloud Academy


Balance of 12 months unlimited access to Cloud 
Academy (library of >2,500 digital learning assets) 
with signposting to training pathways pertinent to 
specialism.


2. BCS membership


Participants will be granted 12 months free BCS 
membership, providing:


• BCS’ library of learning and careers support tools


• BCS’ industry events, webinars, and reports


• BCS’ mentorship scheme


3. PeopleCert Discounted Access
Participants will be given an access code for 12 
months discounted access to PeopleCerts Ofqual 
regulated exams. Utilising Cloud Academy could 
obtain 25+ recognised certifications.


OUR PARTNERS





QA Ltd
Digital Skills Bootcamp
Learner Pathway
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SKILLS BOOTCAMPS


QA’s learning programme comprises:
• A QA Cloud Academy self-paced pre-learning pathway


• 9-week, full time (35 hours per week) programme delivered in QA’s state-of-the-art 
Manchester training centre (unless prevented by COVID-19 restrictions in which case 
QA will deliver using our proven remote learning solution)


• 40-days technical training


• 5 days soft skills training


• Assignments completed in learners’ own time


 
During the 9 weeks participants: 
• Sit an industry-recognised exam leading to a Microsoft certification


• Undergo SFIA-benchmarked employer-led assessment 


• PeopleCert Skills Bootcamp examination and certification


QA invites successful Applicants to participate in a programme of  
post-Skills Bootcamp learning in recognition of the value of life-long 
learning:
• Balance of 12-month access to ~10,000 hours content on QA’s Cloud Academy


• 12-months BCS membership with access to Career Mentoring The programme 
structure 


• 12-month discount to over 5000+ Microsoft & PeopleCert technology certifications
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This Skills Bootcamp will provide each learner with at least 315 hours of instructor-led 
learning, plus additional self-paced learning. 


COURSE CONTENT
Cloud Academy Pre-Learning:


• AZ900 Microsoft Azure Fundamentals 


Core content and schedule:
This Skills Bootcamp is aligned to the DevOps Apprentice (Level 4) standard and learning 
outcomes.


Pre-learning Core  Post-learning


Self-paced 
digital learning 
pathway, using 
QA Cloud 
Academy 
platform


6 hrs


9-week full-time 
instructor-led taught 
Skills Bootcamp
• 40 days technical


training + 5 days soft
skills training


• Additional self-
paced modules to
complete in own
time


Virtual classroom 
delivery – attend from 
anywhere


12 months’ unlimited 
access to Cloud 
Academy, with 
thousands of:
• Technical training


modules
• learning pathways,
• Practice ‘labs’
• Assessments


12 months BCS 
membership, 
with access to:
• BCS


mentorship
programme


• BCS online
training libraryFormal Microsoft 


certification


Leading to


SFIA-level 2 validation


315 hrs


Recruitment


Assessment and 
selection


Learning
delivery


Outplacement
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Days Module Learning content
Days 1-15 Technical Foundations 
1 Introduction Induction 


Onboarding
Requirements gathering
Software development life cycle


2 - 3 Agile Why agile
Values 
Principals
Scrum


4 DevOps and source control What is DevOps? 
Introduction to Git
Explaining architecture through CI/CD


5 - 6 Networking and Security Network basics 
Local Area Networking 
OSI and TCP/IP 
Routing
IP addresses 
Security 101 


7 Operating system basics OS basics
Windows OS
Introduction to Linux
Command line   


8 - 9 Database Why we need databases?
SQL fundamentals
Working with data


10 - 14 Algorithm and scripting Solving problems with code
Python basics
Writing scripts
Use basic operators
Understand precedence 
Primitive numeric and string data 
Classes and object references 
Debugging 


15 Azure Fundamentals Core cloud concepts 
AWS / Azure / GCP overview
Exploring Microsoft Azure 







Days Module Learning content
Days 16-40: DevOps Specialist Pathway
16 - 20 Python and flask Classes


Attributes
Working with functions
Debugging Python apps
OOP
Unit testing
Flask Introduction 
Flask routes
Working with data
Templating 
User input
Using forms
Validation
Integration testing
Gunicorn
Bcrypt 


21 Linux basics User Administration 
Scripts
File system access 
Managing system services 


22 – 23 CI/CD basics CI/CD overview
Defining a CI pipeline 
Jenkins fundamentals  
Using Jenkins with build tools 
Create pipelines as code 


24 - 26 Intermediate Linux Aliases, functions and variables
Ownership
Data streams
Pipes
Filters
Enterprise scripting
Sudoers
Managing system services
Systemd Service configuration
OpenSSH
Screens in Linux


27 - 32 Intermediate CI/CD Tools
CD in the enterprise
Environments and containers
Infrastructure consistency 
Introduction to Jenkins
Creating jobs in Jenkins
Using builds effectively
Freestyle projects
Create pipelines as code
Introducing NGINX
Load balancing 
Running applications through your CI/CD pipeline
Monitoring
Quality assurance in practice
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Days Module Learning content
Days 16-40: DevOps Specialist Pathway (cont.)
33 - 36 Docker Containers Installation


Configurations
Using images
Containers
Docker Networking
Dockerfile
Multi-stage builds
Registry 
Bind mounts
Volumes
Compose introduction
Docker compose CLI
Compose configuration
Kubernetes Orchestration


37 – 39 Project support SFIA 2 Assessment 
3 days of project work followed by a presentation on day 40


Day 40: SFIA assessment and Microsoft Azure AZ900 exam


Days Module Learning content
1 Role overview and  


communication skills
Working in a technical role
Key soft skills
Importance of communication 


2-3 Impactful presentations Planning, preparing and structuring presentations
Presenting with confidence
Powerful visual aids
Tackling difficult questions
Controlling nerves


4 BCS Career Workshop Careers in tech
Preparing high-quality CVs
(Dedicated workshop on individual learners’ CVs)


5 BCS Interview Preparation Preparing for technical interviews
Presenting yourself effectively 
Asking questions


SOFT SKILLS CONTENT







Karen Wane 
karen.wane@qa.com


OPTIONAL POST-PROGRAMME
Participants are invited to further develop and 
embed their knowledge through:


1. Access to Cloud Academy


Balance of 12 months unlimited access to Cloud 
Academy (library of >2,500 digital learning assets) 
with signposting to training pathways pertinent to 
specialism.


2. BCS membership


Participants will be granted 12 months free BCS 
membership, providing:


• BCS’ library of learning and careers support tools


• BCS’ industry events, webinars, and reports


• BCS’ mentorship scheme


3. PeopleCert Discounted Access
Participants will be given an access code for 12 
months discounted access to PeopleCerts Ofqual 
regulated exams. Utilising Cloud Academy could 
obtain 25+ recognised certifications.


OUR PARTNERS





QA Ltd
Digital Skills Bootcamp
Learner Pathway
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QA’s learning 
programme 
comprises:

• 9-week, full time (35 
hours per week) learning, 
using proven “QA Virtual 
Classroom”, allowing 
delegates to attend remotely

• 40-days technical training

• 5 days soft skills training

• A QA Cloud Academy self-
paced pre-learning pathway 
with 12 month free access

• BCS membership (providing 
mentorship, digital learning 
library, CPD Events) available 
up to twelve months

• Insightful Employer 
Interventions 

During the 9 weeks 
participants will:

• Sit an industry-recognised 
exam(s) leading to certification

• Undergo SFIA-benchmarked 
employer-led assessment

• Further certifications will be 
achievable through QA’s Digital 
Learning platform ‘Cloud 
Academy’ with discounted 
certifications via PeopleCert and 
Microsoft available up to twelve 
months.
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What do employers think of QA’s Digital Skills Bootcamps?

What added value did our Digital Skills 
Bootcamps bring to your business?

Why did you hire the candidates  
from the Digital Skills Bootcamps?

‘The bootcamp allowed us to meet people 
who may not have applied under normal 
circumstances.’

‘The technologies and topics covered in the 
bootcamp was relevant for the team’.

‘Access to a talent pool that we don’t  
usually meet’.

‘Candidates had great mix of passion for 
learning and life experience.’

‘Candidate had studied for vendor qualifications 
(Azure) alongside their bootcamp – this was 
really attractive to us!’

‘Candidate was successful in previous career 
and was keen to learn and make an impact  
in Tech.’
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V1.0 SEPTEMBER 2021

Interested?
If you are interested in finding out more 
about QA’s Digital Skills Bootcamps, just fill 
in a few details to let us know how you want 
to get involved and a member of the team 
will be in touch.

Click here and fill your details

https://www.qa.com/training/digital-skills-bootcamps/employers-get-involved-with-qa-s-digital-skills-bootcamps/?utm_source=QA&utm_medium=Brochure&utm_campaign=Digital+Skills+Bootcamp



